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The Secretary of State makes these Regulations in exercise of the powers conferred
by section 20 of the Consumer Credit Act 1974( a ).
Citation, commencement and interpretation

1. (1) These Regulations may be cited as the Consumer Credit (Total Charge for
Credit) (Amendment) Regulations 2012.
These Regulations shall come into force on 1st January 2013.

(3)

In these Regulations –

R

(2)

“the 2010 Regulations” means the Consumer Credit (Total Charge for Credit)
Regulations 2010( b ); and

D

“the EU Directive” means Commission Directive 2011/90/EU of 14 November 2011
amending Part II of Annex I to Directive 2008/48/EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council providing additional assumptions for the calculation of the annual
percentage rate of charge( c ).

Amendments to the 2010 Regulations
2. The 2010 Regulations are amended as specified in regulations 3 to 5.
3.

In regulation 2 (interpretation) after paragraph (b) insert“(c) a reference to an open-end consumer credit agreement is to one of
no fixed duration and includes credits which must be repaid in full within
or after a period but, once repaid, become available to be drawn down
again.”.

a

1974 c.39.
S.I. 2010/1011 was amended by S.I.2011/11.
c
OJ L 296, 15.11.2011, p.35
b
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4. For regulation 6 (assumptions for calculation) substitute—
“Assumptions for calculation
6. For the purposes of calculating the total charge for credit and the annual
percentage rate of charge—
(a) it shall be assumed that the consumer credit agreement is to remain valid
for the period agreed and that the creditor and the debtor will fulfil their
obligations under the terms and by the dates specified in that agreement;
(b)

in the case of a consumer credit agreement allowing variations in—
(i)

the rate of interest, or

T

(ii) where applicable, charges contained in the annual percentage rate of
charge,
where these cannot be quantified at the time of calculation, it shall be assumed
that they will remain at the initial level and will be applicable for the duration of
the agreement;
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(c) where not all rates of interest are determined in the consumer credit
agreement, a rate of interest shall be assumed to be fixed only for the partial
periods for which the rate of interest is determined exclusively by a fixed specific
percentage agreed when the agreement is made;
(d) where the duration of the consumer credit agreement cannot be
determined at the date of calculation and where different rates of interest and
charges are to be offered for limited periods during that agreement, the rate of
interest and the charge shall be assumed to be at the highest level for the
duration of the agreement;

R

(e) where there is a fixed rate of interest agreed in relation to an initial period
under a consumer credit agreement, at the end of which a new rate of interest is
determined and subsequently periodically adjusted according to an agreed
indicator, it shall be assumed that, at the end of the period of the fixed rate of
interest, the rate of interest is the same as at the time of making the calculation,
based on the value of the agreed indicator at that time;

D

(f) where the consumer credit agreement gives the debtor freedom of
drawdown, the total amount of credit shall be assumed to be drawn down
immediately and in full;
(fa) where the consumer credit agreement imposes, amongst the different ways
of drawdown, a limitation with regard to the amount of credit and period of time,
the amount of credit shall be assumed to be the maximum amount provided for
in the agreement and to be drawn down on the earliest date provided for in the
agreement;
(g) where the consumer credit agreement provides different ways of
drawdown with different charges or rates of interest, the total amount of credit
shall be assumed to be drawn down at the highest charge and rate of interest
applied to the most common drawdown mechanism for the credit product to
which the agreement relates;
(h) for the purposes of paragraph (g), the most common drawdown
mechanism for a particular credit product shall be assessed on the basis of the
volume of transactions for that product in the preceding 12 months, or expected
volumes in the case of a new credit product;
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(i) in the case of an overdraft facility, the total amount of credit shall be assumed
to be drawn down in full and for the entire duration of the consumer credit
agreement;
(j) for the purposes of paragraph (i) if the duration of the overdraft facility is not
known it shall be assumed that the duration of the agreement is three months;
(k) in the case of an open-end consumer credit agreement, other than an
overdraft facility, it shall be assumed that—
(i) the credit is provided for a period of one year starting from the date of
the initial drawdown, and that the final payment is made by the debtor
clears the balance of capital, interest and other charges, if any;
(ii) the capital is repaid by the debtor in equal monthly payments,
commencing one month after the date of initial drawdown.

T

(l) for the purposes of paragraph (k) -
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(i) in cases where the capital must be repaid in full, in a single payment,
within or after each payment period, successive drawdowns and
repayments of the entire capital by the debtor shall be assumed to occur
over the period of one year;
(ii) interest and other charges shall be applied in accordance with those
drawdowns and repayments of capital and as provided for in the
consumer credit agreement.

(m) in the case of a consumer credit agreement, other than an overdraft facility,
or an open-end consumer credit agreement -

R

(i) where the date or amount of a repayment of capital to be made by the
debtor cannot be ascertained, it shall be assumed that the repayment is
made at the earliest date provided for under the consumer credit
agreement and is for the lowest amount for which the consumer credit
agreement provides;
(ii) where it is not known on which date the consumer credit agreement
was made, the date of the initial drawdown shall be assumed to be the
date which results in the shortest interval between that date and the date
of the first payment to be made by the debtor.
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(n) where the date or amount of a payment to be made by the debtor cannot be
ascertained on the basis of the assumptions set out in paragraphs (i), (k), or (m), it
shall be assumed that the payment is made in accordance with the dates and
conditions required by the creditor and, when these are unknown(i) interest charges are paid together with repayments of capital;
(ii) a non-interest charge expressed as a single sum is paid on the date of
the making of the consumer credit agreement;
(iii) non-interest charges expressed as several payments are paid at
regular intervals, commencing with the date of the first repayment of
capital, and if the amount of such payments is not known they shall be
assumed to be equal amounts;
(iv) the final payment clears the balance of capital, interest and other
charges, if any.
(o)

in the case of an agreement for running-account credit where the credit
3
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limit applicable to the credit is not yet known, that credit limit shall be assumed to
be £1,200.”.

5. In paragraph 3(g) of the Schedule to the 2010 Regulations (calculation of the
annual percentage rate of charge) for “l to n” substitute “l to k”.
Review
6. (1) Before the end of each review period, the Secretary of State must—
(a) carry out a review of regulations 1 to 3,
(b) set out the conclusions of the review in a report, and
(c) lay the report before Parliament.

T

(2) In carrying out the review the Secretary of State must, so far as is reasonable, have
regard to how the Annex to the EU Directive (which is implemented by means of
regulations 1 to 3) has been implemented in other member States.
(3) The report must in particular—
(a) set out the objectives intended to be achieved by those regulations,
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(b) assess the extent to which those objectives are achieved, and

(c) assess whether those objectives remain appropriate and, if so, the extent to which
they could be achieved with a system that imposes less regulation.
(4) “Review period” means—
(a) the period of five years beginning with the day on which regulations 1 to 3 come into
force, and
(b) subject to paragraph (5), each successive period of five years.

R

(5) If a report under this regulation is laid before Parliament before the last day of the
review period to which it relates, the following review period is to begin with the day on
which that report is laid.
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
[Date] [month] 2012
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

(This note is not part of the Regulations)

These Regulations implement Directive 2011/90/EU amending Part II of Annex I to
Directive 2008/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council providing
additional assumptions for the calculation of the annual percentage rate of charge (“the
2011 Directive”) (OJ No L296, 15.11.2011, p35). They amend certain provisions of the
Consumer Credit (Total Charge for Credit) Regulations 2010 (S.I. 2010/1011) (“the
2010 Regulations”) which set out assumptions for the purposes of calculating the total
charge for credit and the annual percentage rate of charge.
Regulation 3 inserts a definition of “open-end consumer credit agreement” into the
2010 Regulations that expands for the purposes of these Regulations the definition in
section 189 of the Consumer Credit Act 1974.
Regulation 4 implements the changes made by the 2011 Directive to the assumptions
for calculating the total charge for credit and the annual percentage rate of charge
(APR). It does so by substituting regulation 6 of the 2010 Regulations.
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Regulation 5 makes an amendment to paragraph 3(g) of the Schedule to the 2010
Regulations so as to correct a typographical error in the original transposition.
Regulation 6 requires the Secretary of State to review the operation and effect of these
Regulations and lay a report before Parliament no later than five years after they come
into force and within every five years after that. Following a review it will fall to the
Secretary of State to consider whether the Regulations should remain as they are, or
be revoked or be amended. A further instrument would be needed to revoke the
Regulations or to amend them.
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A transposition note and an impact assessment of the effect this instrument will have
on the costs to business and the voluntary sector are available from the BIS website
(www.bis.gov.uk). They are also annexed to the Explanatory memorandum which is
available alongside the instrument on the Legislation website
(http://www.legislation.gov.uk/). Copies have also been placed in the Libraries of both
Houses of Parliament.
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